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Abstract—The proposed Multimedia Pronunciation Learning Management System (MPLMS) in this study is a technology with profound potential for inducing improvement in pronunciation learning. The MPLMS optimizes the digitised phonetic symbols with the integration of text, sound and mouth movement video. The components are designed and developed in an online management system which turns the web to a dynamic user-centric collection of consistent and timely information for quality sustainable learning. The aim of this study is to design and develop the MPLMS which serves as an innovative tool to improve English pronunciation. This paper discusses the iterative methodology and the three-phase Alessi and Trollip model in the development of MPLMS. To align with the flexibility of the development of educational software, the iterative approach comprises plan, design, develop, evaluate and implement is followed. To ensure the instructional appropriateness of MPLMS, the instructional system design (ISD) model of Alessi and Trollip serves as a platform to guide the important instructional factors and process. It is expected that the results of future empirical research will support the efficacy of MPLMS and its place as the premier pronunciation learning system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of internet as a ubiquitous tool has become prevalent in daily life. The statistics of Internet World Stats [1] demonstrate a tremendous growth of 480.4% of internet users between 2000 and 2011. With this overwhelming acceleration in technology usage, educational communities are constantly aware of integrating the new technologies in teaching and learning to support and enhance the level of education. For instance, classrooms and whole schools are networked; school announcements are posted on the website or emailed to parents; educational software and online resources are replacing traditional textbooks [2].

Online learning is increasingly becoming an essential part in education to bridge the literacy divide between urban and rural areas. It is used to reach a large number of students studying at a distance or those who are unable to attend mainstream classes. Nunan [3] added that flexible delivery through online methods fosters a culture of self-learning and problem solving.

This type of flexible learning enables students to assume greater responsibility for their own learning [4], [5]. It also enables greater access to synchronous or asynchronous collaborative learning [6]. Changes in teaching and learning methods are parallel to changes in technology. The diffusion of internet adoption in the education world suggests that online learning has the potential to proliferate in a larger population that is increasingly proficient with technology.

This paper aims to optimise the online technology by exploring an alternative method in learning English pronunciation by training the learners to be independent, active and critical in their learning process. The proposed design of Multimedia Pronunciation Learning Management System (MPLMS) in this study introduces digitised phonetic symbols with the integration of mouth movement video. In addition, the components are designed and developed in an online learning management system which allows accessibility throughout the whole world for quality sustainable learning. The online resources and databases can be maintained, customized and upgraded easily according to the current needs. Users will always have the latest information. The MPLMS (Multimedia Pronunciation Learning Management System) turns the web to a dynamic user-centric collection of consistent and timely information in the learning of pronunciation. It is also able to manage and keep users’ progress, activity and performance. This is a breakthrough compared to the existing pronunciation learning software in the market where the learning contents and interactive practices are presented in CD format in which information is hardly revised and the progress of individual user is difficult to be tracked in detail. For further enhancement, the MPLMS allows instructors and/or parents to review the learning records and analyse the record data to determine the strengths and areas needed for improvement.

The MPLMS emerges as a timely and useful tool for non-native English speakers to achieve pronunciation competence substantially. Being able to communicate in English is relatively indispensable in today’s world in the light of the increased people’s mobility, joint study programmes, commercial networks, information technology, medicine, diplomacy, and many more. Pronunciation is a salient element of effective communication. To be able to speak English fluently and comprehensibly, the speakers need to learn and master the sound system. However, the conventional method of solely emphasised hearing, imitating and reproducing restricts the capacity of the learners to be competent in mastering the precise sounds of pronunciation. This prominent aural-oral method used in the existing teaching and learning
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programmes shapes the pronunciation learners to be passive and dependent by mere duplicating the pronunciation without any explicit understanding to critically discern the sounds. If the learners listen to the incorrect pronunciation, they will inevitably repeat the incorrect sounds. Furthermore, the hearing of the learners is not adequately reliable as they are strongly influenced by the “phonological matrix of their native languages” [7, p.116].

This proposed MPLMS is technologically a new concept in digitising the phonetic symbols with clickable sounds for each phoneme, syllable and word together with the mouth movement video. In order to facilitate competent English pronunciation, it is essential that learners are given the sounds of English in addition to the visual coding system, phonetic symbols. The universally agreed system of notation for sounds, the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols provide one unique symbol for one discrete sound [8]. This is meant to be easier for the pronunciation learners of non-native English speaking background to understand by reducing the ambiguities of overlapping sounds. By clicking the sound panel, learners can choose to hear the sounds of individual phoneme, syllable, or word, accompanied by video showing the mouth movements. Visual information of the mouth is an integral part of pronunciation learning. The MPLMS employs the feature of front view mouth movements because lips, jaws, tongue and teeth are always visible compared to other speech organs which can only be viewed to a limited degree. Learners can easily and clearly see the movements of the mouth in the production of the particular sounds. With the help of video camera or even mirror, they can self-correct their mispronunciation in their oral drills. By moving the mouth as displayed in the video, learners learn to discern whether they have produced the desired sounds.

Though technology has opened new doors to a variety of delivery options, the instructional design development process must align with pedagogy. In the MPLMS, the four basic elements as shown in Figure 2 form the architecture of the system. The course content with the multimedia components (text, audio, video, graphic) is to meet the learning objectives. The organisation and delivery of the content are governed by pedagogy for the strategy to achieve the expected learning outcomes.

![Fig. 1 Interface of the MPLMS](image1)

![Fig. 2 Architecture of the MPLMS](image2)

![Fig. 3 Iterative Methodology](image3)

It is convincingly expected that the proposed MPLMS will contribute to the design of instructional technology to supplement the learning of pronunciation in the English Curriculum Specifications. This paper shares the work in progress specifically the general methodology in designing and developing the MPLMS.

II. METHODOLOGY

The development of educational software is related both to general software engineering and to the instructional design of educational interventions [10]. Educational software methodologies tend to have evaluation and feedback done at each stage whereby a continual iterative approach is employed until all functionalities have been achieved. The methodology of developing educational software is flexible with each step depends on the result of the previous step [11]. To align with the flexibility, Figure 3 below illustrates the overall methodology in developing the MPLMS.
There are five main phases in the development lifecycle of the MPLMS:

- **Plan** - establishing learning prerequisites and learning objectives to clearly identify the requirements
- **Design** - the conceptual work of the MPLMS, which is an iteration to meet the requirements
- **Develop** - the actual creation of the multimedia product, MPLMS, which is the iteration to deliver the design
- **Evaluate** - a constant process to ensure all standards are met, which often inspires revision and makes the design process iterative

The cycle of design, develop and evaluate is repeating until the MPLMS is completed.

- **Implement** - deliver the final product of MPLMS to the end-users

The emphasis in this methodology is on fast iterations through the cycle. Prototypes are designed, developed and evaluated by experts and with users, involving them in the process [12]. The methodology that encourages continual feedback and evaluation is particularly suited to the pedagogical perspective of the MPLMS to adapt to different situations.

The detailed development scheme for the phases of planning, design and development is adopted from the three-phase Alessi and Trollip model as depicted in Figure 4.

### A. Plan

The first phase in developing the MPLMS is planning. In this phase, a proper groundwork is laid to ensure all aspects of the system flow smoothly. It begins with defining the scope. The learning content of the MPLMS covers the sounds of phonetic symbols, including vowels, consonants, stresses, and frequently mispronounced words. Interactive enhancement exercises are also included. After the scope is defined, learner characteristics are assessed. The target learners of the MPLMS are young non-native English speakers aged between 10 and 12. These young learners should be exposed to their second language or foreign language as early to allow them optimise their learning potential and help shape the brain at its flexible stage. Children at this range of age acquire basic computer literacy which enables them to navigate the MPLMS meaningfully.

Constraints of the system development are to be established to ensure issues that will impact the design and development are studied, such as the compatibility of hardware, the potential software, available budget, deadlines and relevant permissions to be obtained.

A style manual will be prepared within 2 months of the commencement of the project. The style manual contains the structure of the system and the specifications which should be adhered to. This is to ensure that the standards are mutually agreed on to avoid misunderstanding. Good planning contributes to the efficiency of the design and development process and to the quality of the finished product.

### B. Design

The design phase is the most creative as it deals with the activities of assembling the content and deciding on how it is to be treated from both an instructional and interactive perspective that will help the target learners achieve the intended learning outcomes.

After analysing the tasks and concepts, all the ideas are to be integrated for the system to work as a whole. Prototype is a mock-up of the MPLMS that portrays the design, the methodology and the metaphor to be used. It functions as a visual representation of the overall ideas to illustrate a concrete example for others to react to it and provide feedback. The aim of prototyping is to enable inputs from the experts and end users at an early stage by giving them the look and feel of the application. Flowchart reveals the structure and sequence of the instruction. A good flowchart reduces the risk of poor programming. Storyboards present a visual representation of the design by including the primary text and secondary text [13].

### C. Develop

The third phase is taking the design of the MPLMS and turning it into a robust system. The development is a collaborative process. It includes all the computer programming expertise to make the whole system functions, encompassing the writing of programming code, the production of graphics, audio, and video materials, and the development of support materials. It is a demanding part of the
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**Fig. 4 The Alessi and Trollip Model**
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overall process and requires a variety of skills. During the development phase, the costs and time spent need to be monitored closely to ensure the MPLMS is done on time and within the allotted budget [14].

After assembling all the components, the MPLMS is to be tested. Alpha testing involves a thorough review of all aspects of the system and supplemental materials by the design and development team. The purpose is to identify and eliminate as many problems as possible. Following the completion of the alpha test and revision cycles, the final product of MPLMS is to be undergone beta testing.

D. Evaluation

Ongoing evaluation and revision are essential elements throughout the whole development process. The process of determining how robust and effective an instructional product helps its users attain the desired learning outcome is called validation [14]. The validity of the MPLMS will be evaluated through a series of formative tests, and usability testing will also be conducted to evaluate the ease of use, aesthetics as well as the educational efficiency of the system.

Formative evaluation is used with the intention of improving the quality of the MPLMS throughout its design and development by examining the delivery of the system, the quality of its implementation and the organisational context, structures and procedures [15]. One important aspect of formative evaluation is that the audience for the observations and recommendations is the project team itself, used to immediately improve the design of the product and refine the development specifications [16].

The usability testing is essential for the overall quality of learning and the user will gauge the system on the basis of interface. Usability ensures the ease of learnability of the learning environment, user-friendliness and visually attractive which increases the effectiveness [17]. Responses will be elicited through subject matter experts and learners [18]. The trial learners are selected from the target population to ensure the intended context is similar as the actual implementation phase; Methods which might be used include interviews/observations, focus groups, formal usability test, and questionnaires [19].

E. Implement

In this phase, it involves making sure all system functions are in place to support and maintain the instruction. The MPLMS must be integrated into the identified delivery (host) environment. Then it must be tested to ensure all components function as expected and end-users are able to access all instructional elements easily and without additional assistance [20].

The initial user training is to be completed, user documentation is to be delivered, and the post implementation review meeting is to be held. When this phase is completed, the application should be in steady-state production. This signifies that the goals of the research project are met for a satisfactory result [21].

III. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, the innovative Multimedia Pronunciation Learning Management (MPLMS) for improving pronunciation is proposed. The purpose of this project is to explore an alternative method in learning pronunciation by training the users of MPLMS to be independent, active and critical in their learning process. It is convincingly expected that the proposed MPLMS will contribute to the design of instructional technology to supplement the learning of pronunciation in the English Curriculum Specifications.

With the methodology presented here, it is anticipated that the MPLMS will be developed in a systematic process within the context that help reduce both the product’s development time and costs without neglecting the quality. However, to profoundly enhance the MPLMS, research limited to the functionalities of the system will not be sufficient. The learning contents and structure along with the learners’ psychological profiles are also key areas for extensive research.
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